
AN ORDINARY DAY OF MY LIFE

As I am an ordinary girl, so somewhat it’s the sort of ordinary lifestyle one can have.

There is nothing decorative and amusing in this blog. It’s just a normal day of my life.

Anyhow, let’s start it desiring it looks and sounds captivating.

A RANDOM MORNING

First foremost, I am not a morning person. The alarm bursts on me at 6:30 and pisses me

off. A�er wandering for almost 30 minutes on my bed. I, fortunately, remember that I

have to leave for my university at 7:30. Then, I run towards the washroom, wash my face,

perform the chief task of brushing my teeth, and then do my hair. Finally, I am able to

get out of my room.

I usually take one cup of tea in the morning, as I am a tea lover. It shouldn't be wrong if

I say that I can’t live without tea. Basically, I have to leave home at 7:30 to attend my

class at 8 am. A�er getting all my vital stuff into my bag that is my phone, charger, and

my earphones. These things are considered to be fuel for my day. A�er that, I finally

leave and rush to my university at 7:40, as always late. My university is at a distance of

almost 15 to 20 minutes from my home. Still, I am late all the time because being a

sleepy person with a lot of things to do is quite hard. At least one day a week, I am on

time and my classmates and mam of international relations are pleased with me.

A TYPICAL EVENING

There are consecutive classes from 8 to 12. A�er that, I got some time to go to the

cafeteria and eat junk as I am a foodie person as well. Then, I go to the library and read

the newspaper and some books. Despite the facts, I love to read and write. I really enjoy

reading and writing. But, I don’t like to read newspapers but I have to read because I'm



a student of journalism. This might amaze you but yeah, from nowhere I got stuck in

journalism. At 2 pm I have to take my last class of political science and I am in haste to

go home at 4. Reaching home, I take my lunch again as foody. A�er that, I took a long

nap forgetting all the assignments and tasks.

ME TIME NIGHT TIME

When I come back to the world a�er a very long nap. I go out of my room, spend some

quality time with my mother as she is my best friend, annoyed and teases my brother

then they do the same, then I have an entertainment segment with my father as he has a

much more chill personality. At almost 8:30 I have dinner with my family members.

Then, I came to my room, used my mobile phone, did my assignments, and wrote a little.

I also love to do a lot of research, so at 11:30 I have decided on a topic every day to

research. Then, I watch a series or a movie. A�er that, I finally go to sleep at 2 am.


